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ABSTRACT

This study examines the use of anthropomorphic figurines in burial practices of the Late Eneolithic Varna, KGKVI and
KSB cultures. It contains the presentation and analysis of data on their deposition in necropolises, which show that they
occurred rarely, but these cases are an indication of the existence of diverse burial practices utilizing them. Possible interpretations of their symbolic significance and function in the burial rite are offered. In the necropolises of KGKVI and KSB
these cases are found to be an exception, whereas in the Varna culture we observe a peculiar burial rite in which the vaulted
bone figurines represented a part of the standard set of grave goods, but only for a certain category of burials. The clay
figurines have different functions in the burial rites of the three cultures.
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Introduction
In this paper an attempt is made to reconstruct – as far as possible – the meaning and function
of anthropomorphic figurines in the burial practices of the Late Eneolithic. From a chronological,
cultural and historical point of view, the study falls within the framework of the Late Eneolithic
Varna, Kodjadermen–Gumelniţa–Karanovo VI (henceforth KGKVI) and Krivodol–Sălcuţa–Bubani (henceforth KSB) cultures. On one hand, anthropomorphic plastic art flourished during this period, manifested not only by the large number of figurines, but also by the variety of iconographic
types, and the use of new materials in their production. On the other hand, in this time burial practices
were standardized and performed in necropolises located outside of the settlements. Archaeological
excavations in recent decades have accumulated a considerable amount of empirical information.
Anthropomorphic figurines have been discovered in graves and provide information not only about
them as such, but also about the specific funerary and commemorative rituals in which they were
used. Their appearance in necropolises is rather an exception, whereas in inhabited sites they often
occur in dwellings and common areas, in public function buildings, in rubbish pits, or as special
deposits in places of worship.
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History of research
The discovery of figurines in burial areas has been noted in the literature, but the reasons for
their use and their symbolic content in such cases have not always been thoroughly analyzed. Exceptions are the publications about the Varna I necropolis, which discuss the vaulted bone figurines,
the gold ring-shaped figurines usually called “ring-idols”, and the graves with clay anthropomorphic heads (Biehl, Marciniak, 2000; Ivanov, Avramova 2000; Nikolov 2000; Todorova 2002; Voinea
2008; Hansen 2013a; Averbouh, Zidarov 2014; Kotsov 2017), as well as the studies of the clay
figurines in graves in Durankulak (Ţerna 2013; Vajsov 1987; 2002). Figurines from necropolises are
included in the monograph about ornaments (Todorova, Vajsov 2001), in the studies of plastic art in
the Gumelniţa culture (Andreescu 2002; Comşa 1995), in South-Eastern Europe (Biehl 2003), and in
Hansen›s general study of figurines (Hansen 2007).
Traditionally, the anthropomorphic figurines are associated with the Mother Goddess, various
deities, worship of the ancestors, and the fertility cult (Childe 1935; Mellaart 1965; 1967; Gimbutas
1982 [1974]; 1989; 1991). The hypotheses that all prehistoric figurines were of the Mother Goddess
and her incarnations have been reassessed in recent decades (Ucko 1962, 1968; Talalay 1987; 1993;
Conkey, Tringham 1995; Meskell 1995; Bailey 1996; Biehl 1996; Hamilton 1996; Bánffy 2001;
Lesure 2002; 2011). New approaches to their analysis and interpretations have been put forward and
the debate over figurines has been focused in three directions: clarifying the context of the discovery
and use-life; a new more precise approach to determining the gender of images; and “an appreciation
of the ways that figurines foster ways of seeing and experiencing the world, understanding oneself,
and forming attachments to others” (Chapman, Palincaş 2013, 419). Talalay (1991; 1993) considers that “while some of the early anthropomorphic figurines may represent deities, they more likely
served a variety of functions, both sacred and profane.” She draws the distinction between figurines’
function and meaning and scrutinizes their possible uses. Archaeologists emphasize figurines’ multifunctionality and offer alternative interpretations: toys (Meighan 1953, cited by Talalay 1993), teaching devices during initiation ceremonies (Ucko 1962), non-verbal means of communication (Biehl
1996; Biehl, Marciniak 2000), gaming pieces, images of ancestors or individuals, objects of magic
(Voigt 2000; Nakamura 2005; Hodder 2006; Insoll 2017), items for curative or birth-related rituals
(Ucko 1968), and as tokens.
Defining the meaning of the figurines is difficult, for multiple meanings were probably ascribed to many prehistoric figurines and these meanings could change over time (Insoll 2017), but
contextual method seeks to avoid imposing external categories on the ancient social context and
focuses on the meanings and uses of figurines in a particular time and place (Lesure 2017, 38). The
use of contextual analysis, along with formal-typological, iconographic and symbolic analysis can
provide relative credibility of the interpretation of their meaning and function (Ucko 1962, 38; Hodder 1990; Biehl 1996; Lesure 2002; Palaguta, Mitina 2014; Insoll 2017, 6). As Bánffy (2017, 717)
has noted, “in order to bridge the gap between figurines as archaeological finds and any theories on
cultic life in the Neolithic, we must examine the archaeological contexts – that is, the way in which
figural representations were used for the last time before they became buried.” Interdisciplinary research leads to the discussion of figurines as a process, considering their crafting, circulation, use,
and deposition (Bánffy 2017; Meskell 2007, 2017), and their intentional breakage as part of a process
people performed to relate to each other (Talalay 1987; Chapman 2000; Chapman, Gaydarska 2006).
The use of ethnographic evidence is common too (Ucko 1968; Talalay 1993; Voigt 2000).
The interpretation of the Mother Goddess, a fertility cult as well as an ancestor cult is widely
accepted in the Bulgarian literature (Georgiev 1982; Ivanov, T. 1984; Ivanov, Avramova 2000; Radouncheva, Hollevich 2000; Raduncheva 2003; Avramova 2002; Nikolov 2006, 2011; Boyadzhiev,
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Boyadzhiev 2019). Other hypotheses are also known. According to H. Todorova, some types of
figurines are perceived as mediators between humans and deities – Sun, Moon, natural elements
– and they represent priestesses or active participants of the cult (Todorova 1974, 7; 1986, 197).
Ivan Vajsov also notes that anthropomorphic figurines are multifunctional and have played different
roles in cults and magical practices (Vajsov 1993, 211). Specific type of hollow anthropomorphic
figurines was interpreted as rattles. According to the opinion of P. Georgieva and P. Milanov, one of
their functions was to be used as toys with an apotropaic meaning (Georgieva, Milanov 2005, 20).
Stefan Chohadzhiev suggests that they were a part of ritual offerings for fertility and successful births
(Chohadziev 2005, 24).
This study examines over 1,700 graves from the Varna, KGKVI, and KSB cultures. The analysis proceeds from a substantial amount of empirical material, but it has to be borne in mind that,
with the current state of the studies, definitive conclusions cannot be drawn, due to the absence of
researched necropolises in the southern part of the cultures. South of the Balkan mountain, only the
necropolis of the Tell Kozareva Mogila is known. Our knowledge of the burial practices in KSB
culture is based on data from the territory north of the Danube, which is due to the lack of excavated
Late-Eneolithic sites in the north-western part of Bulgaria.
Already studied and currently being studied, are the necropolises: Bereketska (Kalčev 2002),
Varna I (Ivanov 1978a, b; 1982; 1988; 1991; 1992), Varna III (Slavchev et al. 2018), Vinitsa (Raduncheva 1976), Devnya (Todorova-Simeonova 1971), Demir Baba Teke (Mateva 1997), Durankulak (Todorova (ed.) 2002), Golyamo Delchevo (Todorova et al. 1975), Kamenovo (Boyadzhiev et
al. 2016; 2017), Kozareva Mogila (Georgieva 2012; Georgieva et al. 2016; 2017; 2018; Georgieva,
Russeva 2016), Lilyak (Ovcharov 1963), Lovec (Chohadzhiev, Venelinova 2008b), Ovcharovo (Todorova et al. 1983), Omurtag (Angelova 1999), Radingrad (Ivanov, Dilov 2012), Smyadovo (Chohadzhiev, Mihaylova 2014), Sushina (Chohadzhiev, Venelinova 2008a), Targovishte (Angelova
1991), Telish-Lîga (Randsborg et al. 2005); Kosharna (Chernakov 2011a, 2011b), Provadia-Solnitsata (Nikolov 2012; Nikolov et al. 2014; 2015; 2016), graves in Tell Nova Nadejda (Bacvarov et al.
2016), Rousse (Georgiev, Angelov 1952; 1957), Kubrat (Mikov 1927), Azmashka (Georgiev 1962),
Kodjadermen (Popov 1919), Yunatsite (Matsanova 2000). Single graves were found near the village
of Pomoshtitsa (Bacvarov 2003) and Rupkite (Kalchev 2011). Human remains have been deposited
in the Devetashka Cave (Mikov, Dzhambazov 1960), the Haramiyska Dupka Cave (Borislavov, Vulchanova 2017), the cave in the area of Harman Kaya (Ivanova et al. 2013), and abandoned ore mines
in Aibunar (Chernyh 1978). Over 200 graves from the KGKVI and the KSB cultures have been studied in Romania (Kogălniceanu 2012; Lazăr, Ignat 2012 and cited literature).

The Burial Practices
The placement of the corpse in anatomical order, in an individual grave, observing strict orientation and body position was the usual manner of burial in all three cultures. The main elements
of the burial rite in the Varna culture are substantially different compared to those in the other two
complexes. It is biritual: men were placed in straight position on their back, women – incrouched
position to the right side. In KGKVI and KSB cultures the rite is single-ritual, and all deceased were
placed in crouched position to the left side. Various grave goods: primarily vessels, but also ornaments, tools, and weapons, were found in most of the graves. There is a clear distinction in their
location – in the Varna culture the vessels were placed around the head, conversely in the others two
cultures, they were placed by the bent legs, the pelvis and the abdomen, in front of the chest, by or
on the bent arms. The grave goods in KGKVI and KSB were poorer, and there is a lack of marked
gender and social differentiation in any dimension of burial practice, whereas in the rich necropolises
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Fig. 1. Map of the necropolises and settlement mounds with anthropomorphic figurines in a burial context
(by V. Stavreva)
Обр. 1. Некрополи и селищни могили с антропоморфни фигурки в гробен контекст
(автор В. Ставрева)

of the Varna culture there is sex, age, and social differentiation.
Van Gennep (1960 [1909]) developed Robert Hertz’s theory of death as a social passage. According to his theory, the passage from one social status to another is a process which is divided into
three phases reflected by the respective rituals: preliminal rites of separation from the existing world,
liminal rites during the transition phase between states, and postliminal rites of incorporation in the
new world. The physical changes of the human remains – from flesh, through decaying corpse, to
clean bones – reflect the spiritual journey of the deceased from the land of the living to the haunts of
the dead ancestors (Parker Pearson 1999, 50). Many societies consider death not just as a transition
but also as a transformation of an individual into a new state of existence and the purpose of their
funerary ritual is therefore to manage the succeeding social transformations of both the deceased and
the bereaved (Ekengren 2013, 176). This passage to another state of existence varies according to a
person’s perceived social, political, spiritual, ontological status at the time of death, but it should be
acknowledged that mortuary activity is directed towards attaining a desired identity following death
(Fowler 2013, 518). The grave goods were selected by the living at the time of burial and they were
essential from the viewpoint of the surviving community members, to attempt to enhance their own
social prestige and that of the deceased, who have acquired a new place and identity in the social
reality of the bereaved (Hallam and Hockey 2001; Hansen 2013b, 145; Rakita 2009, 142-143).
The accurate performance of the burial rite was considered to be extremely important, as a
powerful signal for identity (Borič 2015). Sometimes the irrational fear of some categories of the
dead leads the living to various practices with alleged magical value. Insofar as the grave goods is
a uniform part of the funeral rite, in some graves rare items have been found: grains, animal bones,
stones, clay lumps, sharp objects stuck into the bottom of the grave-pit, and anthropomorphic and
zoomorphic figurines (Stavreva 2018, 136-144).
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Fig. 2. Clay figurines: 1. Fragment of anthropomorphic figurine from pit no. 2 in Kosharna necropolis (after
Chernakov 2011a, 128, fig. 7.1a). 2. Fragment of a figurine (RIM Shumen, inv. no. 7387) from the site no. 4
in Vinnitsa necropolis (photo by V. Stavreva). 3. Fragment of a figurine (RIM Shumen, Inv. no. 4575) from
grave no. 22 in the Vinnitsa necropolis (photo by V. Stavreva)
Обр. 2. Глинени фигурки: 1. Фрагмент от антропоморфна фигурка от яма № 2 в некропола Кошарна
(по Chernakov 2011a, 128, fig. 7.1a). 2. Фрагмент от фигурка (РИМ – Шумен, инв. № 7387) от
площадка № 4 в некропола Виница (снимка В. Ставрева). 3. Фрагмент от фигурка (РИМ – Шумен,
инв. № 4575) от гроб № 22 в некропола Виница (снимка В. Ставрева)

The Burial Records
The overview of the sources established that, so far, there have been few known cases of deposition of anthropomorphic figurines in burial contexts, but their appearance is an indication of the
existence of the diverse burial practices in which they were used.
Anthropomorphic figurines have been found in fifteen of the sites investigated (fig. 1). Seventeen clay figurines have been found in the necropolises Vinitsa, Kozareva Mogila, Kosharna,
Omurtag, Chitila-Fermă, Măriuţa-La Movilă and Durankulak. Five flat bone figurines have been
reported from a grave in the Tell Rousse and from the necropolises Varna I and Provadia-Solnitsata,
two prismatic (foot) bone figurines – from the necropolis Telish-Lîga and Yunatsite, more than twenty six vaulted bone figurines – from the necropolises Provadia-Solnitsata and Varna I. Forty-five gold
ring-shaped figurines come from graves in the necropolises Varna I, Vărăști-Grădiştea Ulmilor, Durankulak, Sava, and Smyadovo (Тable 1).
Kodjadermen–Gumelniţa–Karanovo VI
All types of anthropomorphic figurines have been found on the territory of the cultural complex KGKVI, but the presence of figurines in burial contexts is an exception.
Tell Chitila-Fermă. A fragment of a copper artefact and a clay figurine were found in grave no.
5 of an adult individual.
Kosharna. On the bottom of pit no. 2 were found bones of a large animal, fragments of clay
vessels, and a fragment of a hollow anthropomorphic figurine from badly baked clay (fig. 2.1).
Kozareva Mogila. The necropolis is currently investigated and there is no full publication as
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Fig. 3. Clay figurines from the necropolis at Omurtag: 1. Figurine (IM Omurtag, Inv. No. 912), associated
with grave No.1. 2. Fragment of the right foot (IM Omurtag, inv. No. 984), found at a depth of 0.35 m in sq.
M12. 3. Fragment of the left leg and pelvis (IM Omurtag, Inv. No. 986), found at a depth of 0.30 m in sq.
M12. 4. Fragment of the left foot (IM Omurtag, inv. no. 988), found at a depth of 0.20 m in sq. M12
(photos by V. Stavreva).
Обр. 3. Глинени фигурки от некропола при Омуртаг: 1. Фигурка (ИМ Омуртаг, инв. № 912),
асоциирана с гроб № 1. 2. Фрагмент от десен крак (ИМ Омуртаг, инв. № 984), намерен на дълбочина
0,35 м в кв. М12. 3. Фрагмент от ляв крак и таз (ИМ Омуртаг, инв. № 986), намерен на дълбочина
0,30 м в кв. М12. 4. Фрагмент от ляв крак (ИМ Омуртаг, инв. № 988), намерен на дълбочина 0,20 м в
кв. М12 (снимки В. Ставрева)

yet. More than 40 graves and several pits with no skeletons were excavated. The pits contain fragments of vessels, clay spoons, and fumigators. In some of them, three fragments of clay figurines
were found. A random discovery of a clay figurine also comes from the area of the necropolis.
Omurtag. Several anthropomorphic figurines were discovered in the necropolis. One of them
could be associated with grave no. 1 of a man at about 50 years old (fig. 3.1). On one figurine’s back
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Fig. 4. Clay figurines from the necropolis at Măriuţa-La Movilă (after Lazăr, Parnic 2011, 211, fig. 3)
Обр. 4. Глинена фигурка от некропола Мариуца-Ла Мовила (по Lazăr, Parnic 2011, 211, fig. 3)

side there are traces of secondary burn marks. It had been deposited near four stone tools, four bone
objects, flint items and two clay items. Three fragments of legs of figurines were found among eight
graves in the excavation of square M12, but the establishment of the connection between them is
limited due to the uncertain archaeological context (fig. 3.2-4).
Măriuţa- La Movilă. A clay anthropo-zoomorphic figurine of a standing bird with a human
head was accidentally found in an animal burial within the necropolis and the excavators assumed
that it was connected with a probable funeral context (fig. 4).
Vinitsa. The right-side of a figurine (from the waist to the knee), fragmented in advance, had
been placed immediately behind the back of a man aged 60-65 (fig. 2.3). In one of the five pits in the
necropolis – which the A. Raduncheva calls “sacrifice sites” – a substantial amount of large animal
bones and part of a female figurine, with a little vertical hole in the abdomen, again fragmented in
advance, have been placed (fig.2.2).
Tell Rousse. Numerous flat bone figurines come from tells on the territory of the entire cultural complex, but so far only one is known to come from the grave of an adult individual in the Tell
Rousse (fig. 5.4) Georgiev, Angelov 1957, 115).
Tell Yunatsite. A prismatic bone figurine comes from the grave of a child, 7 years old (Terzijska-Ignatova 2005, 378).
The distribution of ring-shaped anthropomorphic figurines (“ring-idols”) in the area of KGKVI culture is limited to several settlements – Golyamo Delchevo, Drama (Gleser, Thomas 2012,
253), Hotnitsa (Angelov 1959), Ivanovo (Raduncheva 1971), Rousse (Popov 2002), Yunatsite (Boyadzhiev et al. 2018), Sultana, Pietrele (Hansen 2011), Vidra, Gumelniţa (Dumitrescu 1925), etc., and
to just two graves.
Smyadovo. A gold ring-shaped figurine was discovered in grave no. 5, where an individual
was buried opposite the tradition in the crouched position to the right side, with the head to the west.
It is one of the richest graves in the necropolis.
Vărăști-Grădiştea Ulmilor. Grave no. 100 of a small child is also one of the richest in this necropolis. A gold tube and a gold anthropomorphic ring-shaped figurine were found around the child’s
neck.
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Fig. 5. Flat bone figurines: 1. Flat bone figurine (AM Varna, inv. no. I2906) from grave no. 61 from Varna I.
2. Flat bone figurine (AM Varna, inv. no. I2905) from grave no. 61 from Varna I. 3. Lower part of a flat bone
figurine (AM - Varna, Inv. No. I2999) from grave No 41 from Varna I. 4. Flat bone figure, skeleton no. 69
from Tell Rousse (no scale) (photos by V. Stavreva)
Обр. 5. Плоски костени фигурки: 1. Плоска костена фигурка (АМ – Варна, инв. № I2906) от гроб
№ 61 от Варна I. 2. Плоска костена фигурка (АМ Варна, инв. № I2905) от гроб № 61 от Варна I. 3.
Долна част от плоска костена фигурка (АМ Варна, инв. № I2999) от гроб № 41 от Варна I. 4. Плоска
костена фигурка, скелет № 69 в с.м. Русе (без мащаб) (снимки В. Ставрева)

Krivodol–Sălcuţa–Bubani
The distribution of the flat, prismatic and vaulted bone figurines in that cultural complex is
limited, and they occur more rarely in comparison with synchronous cultures. Ring-shaped figurines
have not been found, with one exception, from Zaminetz (Todorova, Vajsov 2001, 68). The graves
examined are relatively few, the bulk of them being to the north of the Danube, and only several are
on the territory of present-day Bulgaria and Serbia.
Telish-Lîga. A prismatic bone figurine was found in the earliest child’s grave, no. 1. This is the
richest grave in the necropolis, with five copper beads, two flint plates, and a shell with a small hole
in the middle. The only gold artefact, shaped like a phallus, was found in the soil near the grave, but
its context and association with the grave are not certain.
Varna culture
Varna I. The necropolis is the only one where anthropomorphic figurines have been found
with relatively high frequency – in forty one graves. The significance of the figurines in the burial
practice cannot be considered separately from the issue of the cenotaphs (graves without human remains). From the 47 cenotaphs (Slavchev 2010), twenty-one contained vaulted, flat or ring-shaped
figurines, and a large amount of grave goods made of gold, copper, Spondylus, Dentalium and others
rare materials, quite different in type and quantity. The cenotaphs were divided into four types by the
excavator Ivan Ivanov:
Type A. The wealthy graves no. 1, 4 and 36. Burials of “idols” have been performed, because
of the layer of dark decomposed organic matter and red ochre that was observed under the finds
(Ivanov 2000, 32).
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Fig. 6. Vaulted figurines from the necropolis Varna I: 1. Marble figurine (AM Varna, inv. no. I1795) from
symbolic grave no. 3. 2. Bone figurine (AM Varna, inv. no. I2909) from grave No. 67, type D by Ivan Ivanov.
3. Bone figurine (AM Varna, inv. no. I2901) from the symbolic grave no. 40. 4. Bone figurine (AM Varna, inv.
no. I2900) from the symbolic grave no. 4. 5. Bone figurine (AM Varna, Inv. no. I2907) from grave no. 63,
type D by Ivan Ivanov. 6. Fragments of a bone figurine (AM Varna, Inv. No. I2911) from grave no. 82
(photos by V. Stavreva)
Обр. 6. Корубести фигурки от некропола Варна I: 1. Мраморна фигурка (АМ Варна, инв. № I1795) от
символичен гроб № 3. 2. Корубеста костена фигурка (АМ Варна, инв. № I2909) от гроб № 67, тип D
по Иван Иванов. 3. Корубеста костена фигурка (АМ Варна, инв. № I2901) от символичен гроб № 40. 4.
Корубеста костена фигурка (АМ Варна, инв. № I2900) от символичен гроб № 4. 5. Корубеста костена
фигурка (АМ Варна, инв. № I2907) от гроб № 63, тип D по Иван Иванов. 6. Фрагменти от корубеста
костена фигурка (АМ Варна, инв. № I2911) от гроб № 82 (снимки В. Ставрева)
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Type B. The graves no. 2, 3 and 15 with clay heads and a layer of black matter and red ochre.
Type C. The cenotaphs with the usual grave goods are considered to be a result of the performance of a burial rite for missing members of the community or those who had died in far-away
places (Ivanov 1992). The possibility that some of these graves were of children, whose bones had
completely disintegrated cannot be ruled out (Todorova 1992, 71), because it does not seem likely
that so many high-ranking members of the community perished abroad (Marazov 1988, 69).
The cenotaphs with the usual grave goods are considered to be a result of the performance of a
burial rite for missing members of the tribe or those who had died in far-away places (Ivanov 1992).
The possibility cannot be ruled out that some of these graves were of children, whose bones had completely disintegrated (Todorova 1992, 71), because it does not seem likely that so many high-ranking
members of the community perished abroad (Marazov 1988, 69).
Type D. The graves contain disarticulated and crushed skeletal remains. They were dug to a
greater depth, which, together with the fragmentation of the bones, is interpreted as a measure to
protect society from the mentally ill or disabled people buried in them (Ivanov 1991, 128). The anthropological study of the bones in grave no. 63 established that the individual had suffered from a
systemic bone disease, as a result of which changes occurred in the bones irritating the prefrontal and
temporal lobes of the cerebrum. He had probably suffered epileptic seizures and had hallucinations.
He had also suffered from massive disfigurement changes from osteoarthritis and probably limped
with his left leg. His condition while living had probably provoked the performance of the complicated ritualistic actions (Marinov 2010, 54-56). The corpses in the graves of type D were subjected to
a special ritual – the body was kept somewhere until the complete decomposition of the soft tissues,
and then part of the skeleton was crushed and buried in another grave (Ivanov 1982, 21). Apparently,
what we have here are secondary burials (Ivanov, Avramova 2000; Andreescu 2002, 14), and in some
cases disturbed graves (Slavchev, Boyadzhiev 2011), and that is why they should be included with
the graves with skeletons.
Vaulted bone figurines were placed in twenty-five graves: type A cenotaphs no. 1, 4 and 36;
type B cenotaphs no. 2, 3 (with marble vaulted figurine) and 15; type C cenotaphs nos. 5, 24, 26, 40,
41, 65, 97, 283, 290 (fig. 6). They have also been found in nine graves with skeletons – no. 66, 82,
86, 103, 110, as well as in graves no. 35, 63, 67, 71, designated as type D cenotaphs.
Flat bone figurines have been found in two graves – child’s grave no. 61 (with two flat figurines) and the lower half of a figurine in the fill of cenotaph no. 41 (fig. 5.1-3).
Gold ring-shaped figurines have been found in twenty-five graves.
More than one type of figurine has been found in ten of the graves.
Durankulak. Clay figurines had been placed in four of the Late-Eneolithic cenotaphs – a phenomenon which is found in the Varna culture only (Ţerna 2014, 155). Ivan Vajsov determines them
as “burials of idols” (Vajsov 1992, 2002), because the size, orientation and construction of the burial
pits, and the type and disposition of the grave goods around the figurines are the same as in the usual
graves with skeletons.
Grave no. 258 – cenotaph with a clay figurine with a copper bracelet on the one arm and three
fragmented vessels.
Grave no. 452 – cenotaph with a clay figurine, an antler axe, a bone awl, a flint blade, bone and
Spondylus beads, and clay vessels.
Grave no. 453 – cenotaph with a clay figurine with a copper bracelet on one arm, malachite
beads, a flint blade, a bone needle, a stone tool, and clay vessels.
Grave no. 653 – cenotaph with a clay figurine, a bone awl, a bone needle, a Spondylus bead, a
bivalve Unio, a flint blade, and clay vessels.
Grave no. 694 – female burial, containing a gold anthropomorphic ring-shaped figurine, Spon-
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dylus and malachite beads, a flint blade, fragmented Spondylus bracelet, clay vessels.
Provadia-Solnitsata. The examination of the Late Eneolithic necropolis has not been completed, but partial publications mention graves of adults, where vaulted figurines were found (Nikolov
et al. 2015, 90).
Grave no. 28 – female burial, with rich inventory (two vessels with lids, a flint blade, and a
lump of graphite), a vaulted bone figurine and an amulet1 made of an animal tooth were found.
Grave no. 55 – childe burial, a flat bone figurine had been placed in a grave.
Tell Sava. A gold ring-shaped figurine was found in grave no. 6.

Anthropomorphic figurines from burial contexts
Clay figurines
Seventeen either whole or fragmented clay figurines have been found in different burial contexts, in seven necropolises. Five different patterns of their deposition are observed.
The first was labelled as “burials of idols” referring to examples from Durankulak (Vajsov
1992) or as “burials of temple idols” for examples from the Varna I necropolis (Todorova 1992). The
clay figurines have been deposited in grave pits without human remains, and the grave goods have
been placed around them like in standard burials.
In Durankulak necropolis, a total of sixteen clay figurines have been found in twelve graves.
Eight of them dated to the Hamangia III culture and contain clay figurines used as grave goods. The
clay figurines from female grave no. 626 and the figurine from male grave no. 1036 are interpreted
as an expression of the social status of the deceased, who probably belonged to the priesthood. In
addition to the presence of clay figurines, these graves are characterized by relative wealth (Vajsov
1987, 81; 2002).
The change in the function and symbolism of the figurines was observed in the later graves
with clay figurines from the Varna culture. Whereas the figurines seemed to serve as grave goods in
the preceding period, for the Late Eneolithic graves we cannot rule out the possibility that they substituted the missing skeleton in a complicated ritual of a symbolic burial. It seems that the figurines
have an undoubtedly central role in these rituals.
A question arises whether they are substitute for the missing skeleton of a particular individual, or they are representations of supernatural higher beings. On the basis of their iconographic
characteristics, it could be assumed that three of them symbolize persons, probably priests or priestesses, because their arms are placed in a gesture of adoration. The figurines have marked female
sex characteristics in graves nos. 258 and 453, and such characteristics are lacking in grave no. 452,
which, together with the presence of an antler battle axe, gives us grounds to regard it as male (Vajsov
2002, 263). The iconography of the figurine from grave no. 653 is different – it has marked breasts, a
slightly protruding stomach, and carved ornamentation, representing the costume and ornaments, the
arms are bent and folded on the belly. This gesture points to the possibility that in this case a female
ancestor was represented, and the grave goods were meant for her.
The graves with figurines in Durankulak are comparable to the cenotaphs type A and B in
Varna I necropolis. It could be assumed that they are testimony of the comparable ritual, where a
symbolic deposition was performed – in the one case of figures represented in life size (with a clay
head and a body of an organic matter or a figure of non-permanent organic material), and in the other
1 In this paper I use the term “amulet” according to Gilchrist’s definition as an object worn on the body or kept
in the home to preserve against affliction; its protective power can be apotropaic, therapeutic or exorcistic (Gilchrist 2008,
124).
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case – through the use of small clay figurines.
Ivanov (1992) interprets the richest cenotaphs in Varna I necropolis as created in worship of
some of the main deities, of a chief, or of a chief-priest. There was a full set of copper weapons in
graves no. 1 and 4, which connects them with metallurgy (Todorova 1992, 76) and the Blacksmith
God (Ivanov, Avramova 2000). Based on the grave goods in grave no. 36, it is assumed that it was
dedicated to the God of stock-breeders (Ivanov 1992).
According to older interpretations, female temple idols were probably represented in graves
with clay heads (Todorova 1992, 80) – images of the Mother Goddess or the Fertility Goddess
(Ivanov 1992), of the Regeneration Goddess who had to be ritualistically buried to ensure rebirth
(Gimbutas 1977, 47). The existence of large anthropomorphic representations in the Late Eneolithic
is proven by finds in Durankulak (Todorova 2011, 88), the Tell Rousse (Popov 1993, 20), the temple
complex Dolnoslav (Raduncheva 2003). There is an opinion that the clay heads were male images of
a chief who had a leading role in the cult of the Mother Goddess (Nikolov 2000, 453). Another possibility would be to interpret these cenotaphs as a kind of “indicative” burial, as a kind of sacrificial
complexes or offerings to some higher beings (Ţerna 2013, 187).
Although religious interpretations are the most popular in Bulgarian literature, there are alternative theories. It is possible that the cenotaphs represent sacrifices dedicated to all dead (Avramova
2002, 152) and the impressive grave goods have been offered to reinforce ties between the dead
ancestors and the community. According to Parker-Pearson (2017, 134) for the transition from ancestors to heroes and deities humans have developed a super-ancestral concept in which some of the
illustrious dead had raised above the collectivity of the ancestors to become heroic and divine. The
richest graves at Varna are perhaps the first glimmerings of the hero-deity cults.
The cenotaphs of type A and B may be an archaeological record of another form of ritualistic
deposition of objects, which is connected with the “mandate” of the chief and the reassertion of his
right to discharge his duties for another term – a concept which has been documented in various practices of literate and non-literate societies (Frazer 1984, 346-357). The cenotaphs can be considered
as a manifestation of a regular, repeating ritual of “replacing” a real individual with special social
status, which is indicated by a great number of grave goods (Marazov 1988; Nikolov 1994; 2000;
Ţerna 2013). On the basis of the comparative analysis of graves no. 43 and 36, Ivan Marazov (1988,
69) assumes that the symbolic burial of the symbols of power of an individual took place in grave no.
36, and that the personage himself was later buried in grave no. 43.
The second type is documented only in one case – in grave no. 5 in Chitila-Fermă, where a
whole clay figurine was placed in the grave-pit. An adult was buried there. Unfortunately, it is impossible to clarify what was the symbolic meaning, because no other information is available.
The third type comes from Vinitsa necropolis, where the fragmented part of a figurine was
placed in grave no. 22. The interpretation of this discovery is facilitated by the information from
grave no. 4, that of an adult male in the necropolis Demir Baba Teke, on whose remains a broken
zoomorphic figurine had been placed. The grave was partially opened after the decomposition of the
soft tissues, and a ritualistic purification by fire was performed, traces of which are described in the
course of the anthropological study. Stones were placed on the head, pelvis, and legs. According to
A. Raduncheva, the placement of fragments of anthropomorphic figurines could be an echo of an old
tradition of making a blood sacrifice in the course of some particular funerals, the tradition having
since disappeared in its original form (Raduncheva 1976, 131).
Also, older people may have been rejected by the community, as Häusler points out, commenting the presence of a fragmented figurine in grave no. 22 (Häusler 1992, 137). There is ethnographic
evidence of an ambivalent attitude towards people who have reached old age. They have not always
been viewed favorably, as can be speculated from the funerals of older men in the necropolises of
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Demir Baba Teke and Vinitsa (Stavreva 2018, 186–188). H. Todorova also makes observations about
the impact of age on the burial practice. She associates the amount of grave goods with the age and
the sex of the deceased. With the advance in age, men were rapidly losing their social role, whereas
with women the trend was the opposite: old women received greater respect, due to their continued
participation in the care for the household and the family (Todorova 1986, 188–189).
Parts of figurines have been found in some graves in the Cyclades from the Early Bronze Age,
and researchers assume that some religious or magical practice of ritualistic fragmentation of the
figurine took place. The fragments placed in the graves seem to have been carefully selected, as nine
out of ten Cycladic figurines from Archanes Tholos in Crete were represented by just a head or legs
(Goodison 1989, 6).
The fourth type of ritualistic activities is related to the figurines’ fragments in pits without
human bones in the necropolises Kozareva Mogila, Kosharna, and Vinitsa. Irrespective of their designation, they represent dug-out structures, containing animal bones, fragmentary pottery, various
artefacts, and lumps of charcoal. It is possible that they are testimony of funereal and memorial
activities before, during, and after burials (Raduncheva 1976; Chernakov 2011a, 120) and that they
are relics from sacrifices or funeral feasts. P. Georgieva puts forward an alternative hypothesis about
the pits without skeletons in Kozareva Mogila necropolis and assumes that the deceased were laid in
them temporarily, until the funeral proper was prepared. That required technological time from five
to eight days for making vessels, and during that time the corpse had to be kept somewhere outside
the settlement (Georgieva, Danov, in print).
The fifth pattern of figurines deposited in burial contexts is known from Omurtag, MăriuţaLa Movilă and Kozareva Mogila. Clay figurines were discovered outside graves but within the necropolises. Their presence in the earth between the graves could be evidence that other rituals were
performed there, connected with the preparation for the burial, and with memorial offerings for the
dead, the ancestors or the deities. The closest parallels for placing fragments of figurines in burial
contexts are from Kephala on the Aegean island of Keos, where seven anthropomorphic figurines
were found near the graves in the neolithic necropolis. Ethnographic observations show that figurines
placed in and around burials are often associated with ancestor cult, and they served as territorial
markers, to reaffirm a group’s ancestral rights and legitimize ownership of the site (Talalay 1991,
49). Ancestor cults regularly provide arenas for negotiation of sectional interests, and are often associated with episodic ritual situations dominated by or emphasizing periods where an individual or
community are between one status and another (Rakita 2009, 154).
Ring-shaped anthropomorphic figurines
The ring-shaped figurines are the most widespread anthropomorphic representations in a burial context – they have been found in twenty-nine graves in five necropolises: Durankulak, Varna I,
Sava, Smyadovo and Vărăști-Grădiştea Ulmilor. Numerous studies have been dedicated to this group
of anthropomorphic representations and it could be said that the consensus is that they were worn as
pendants and they are a schematic female representation. The possibility that they were used only as
jewellery with no symbolic meaning is debatable, because in the Late Eneolithic it is hardly possible
that the ornaments were worn for aesthetic purposes only. The standardization in their elaboration is
an additional argument for their special semantic.
The traces of use on some of the figurines from the Varna I necropolis confirm their use as
pendants (Leusch et al. 2015, 364–365). They are primarily made of gold, although there are individual finds made of shells, stone, bone, and clay. They are known not only from the three cultural
zones under consideration but also in other cultural contexts on the territory of the Balkans, Hungary,
and Anatolia, and apparently they were a supra-regional symbol and carriers of prestige. They have
beenextensively analyzed (Gimbutas 1977; Ivanov 1978, 1982, 1991; Fol, Lichardus (eds.) 1988;
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Vajsov, Todorova 2001; Zimmermann 2007; Rusev, Boyadzhiev 2010; Slavchev 2010a–b; Hansen
2011; Krauß, Slavchev 2012; Leusch et al. 2015 etc.).
Bone figurines
The shape, position, gesture and ornamentation of clay figurines have symbolic meaning and
active functions. The bone figurines did not have the same functions and “they seem to be “signs”
referring to the “actions” represented through, or made by, the clay figurines”. While clay figurines
could stand on their own, bone figurines were worn as personal pendants, appliquéd to the clothing
or hung in a house. They may have labelled people or families “as believing in a certain abstract idea
or belonging to a cult” (Biehl and Marciniak 2000, 197), or they can also be related to the objectssymbols of certain deities or natural forces venerated by the members of the prehistoric society
(Avramova 2002, 153). Svend Hansen writes about figurines and status at Pietrele, suggesting a connection between bone figurines, early metallurgy and elevated status (Hansen 2011, 4).
Flat bone figurines
The flat bone figurines are interpreted as representations of a female deity (Todorova 1986,
197, 201; Todorova, Vajsov 2001; Boyadzhiev 2007, 91–92; Nikolov 2011, 177; Georgieva 2014,
229). The opinion predominates that they were worn as pendants, which is attested to by the traces of
abrasion and polishing, as well as of overuse of broken specimens (Averbouh, Zidarov 2014, 187).
Other evidence comes from four Early Eneolithic graves in Durankulak, where Spondylus anthropomorphic figurines, which had been parts of necklaces, were excavated (Vajsov 2002, 261–262).
The assumption that their holders perceived them as attributes with supernatural or magical powers,
and not just as ornaments, finds confirmation in the burials. As it has already been pointed out, in
many cases the deceased were buried with their personal ornaments – bracelets, earrings, necklaces
and pendants, trimmings, etc., but the bone anthropomorphic figurines are absent from this usual set
of ornaments. This is an indication that they were perceived not just as ornaments, but as objects of
symbolic significance and magical function. It is evident that they had importance for the living, because they are found in settlements throughout the study area. In some places hundreds of them have
been found; at the same time, their presence in graves has been documented in just a few cases. For
instance, in Tell Smyadovo,119 flat and prismatic bone figurines were found, but in the necropolis
there is not even one (Popov 1992; Chohadzhiev, Mihaylova 2014).
The flat bone figurines are an exception in the burial practices and are known from two children’s graves, one adult’s grave and one cenotaph. The two figurines from graves in theProvadiaSolnitsata necropolis and the Tell Rousse are among the rarest, featuring copper ornaments on them.
The use-wear analysis of the pieces from the Varna I necropolis has established that there are
no traces of use (Averbouh, Zidarov 2014, 191). It is possible that they were made specifically for the
burial. What is more, they look relatively too large (preserved height of around 10 cm) to have been
worn as pendants by the buried child. Along with their use as personal amulets, the possibility should
not be ruled out that they were used for other purposes as well.
Prismatic bone figurines
The prismatic bone figurines are close in iconography to the clay bust “idols”, which H. Todorova defines as reflecting the cult of the ancestors’ spirits, whose qualities the owner of the figurine
would like to inherit (Todorova 1986, 201). They are known from all three cultural complexes under
consideration, but at the same time only two were found in children’s graves in Telish-Lîga and Yunatsite.
Vaulted bone figurines
The vaulted bone figurines which have come to us are considerably fewer compared to the others, but, although unevenly distributed, they are found in tells in the area of the three cultures. These
are the only figurines represented in the burial practice of the Varna culture, and their deposition is
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not an exception. They have been found in twenty-five graves in the Varna I necropolis and in several
graves of adult individuals in the Provadia-Solnitsata necropolis.
The opinion that they have been found in symbolic graves only predominates in earlier publications (Ivanov 1978, 8; 1982, 22; Andreescu 2002; Voinea 2008; Hansen 2011, 5). The excavation
in Provadia-Solnitsata provides new information, as there they are found in graves of adult individuals (Nikolov et al. 2015). Connecting the vaulted figurines with symbolic graves only is problematic
also when discussing the data from the Varna I necropolis. Sixteen graves, where they had been
placed, are symbolic: type A – wealthy graves no. 1, 4 and 36; type B – graves with clay heads no.
2, 3 and 15; type C – cenotaphs no. 5, 24, 26, 40, 41, 65, 97, 283, 290. They have also been found in
nine graves with skeletons – no. 66, 82, 86, 103, 110, as well as in graves no. 35, 63, 67, 71, designated as type D cenotaphs.
The placement of vaulted figurines in symbolic and in “standard” graves provides information on the diverse burial contexts where they were found, and expands the possibilities for their
interpretation. The material, shape, and size of the vaulted figurines suggest different semantics and
function, compared to the flat and prismatic bone figurines. Most authors see in them heavily stylized
human representations, without marked sex characteristics, and without ornamentation. The anthropomorphic presentation is the justification for their cult significance (Andreescu 2002). It is assumed
that they had multiple uses in both the practical, and the cult spheres (Georgiev, Angelov 1957, 104;
Todorova, Vajsov 2001, 92; Georgieva 2014). The large-sized figurines were used by the entire community, and the smaller ones were worn as amulets (Voinea 2008, 76).
Some scholars assume that they are male images, proceeding from their shape, which Hansen
likens to a phallus (Hansen 2013a, 552). Lichardus recognizes in them the head of a horned animal
(Lichardus 1991, 172). Todorova and Vajsov (2001) link the triangular spurs with a hat worn by men.
Voinea (2008) emphasizes that they have been found together with burcania (grave 36) and with
sceptres. Biehl and Marciniak (2000, 195) think they are abstractions of human beings. According
to Ivan Ivanov, they are images of individuals or Gods, for whom the grave goods had been devoted
(Ivanov 1982, 23). P. Georgieva (2014, suggests that they may have had both a ritualistic and a practical function. H. Todorova (1975, 35) interprets them as symbols of power worn as pectorals.
The vaulted figurines were made from the long bones, and – less frequently – from the scapulas of cattle. In a technological study of the production of the figurines from the Varna I necropolis,
its authors established that „in most cases the raw materials used were long bones of bovids with very
large sizes that may indicate the presence of the wild form (aurochs) or of large-sized domesticates“
(Averbouh, Zidarov 2014, 189). We could assume that the choice of material was related to the belief,
which had been around since the Neolithic, that bovines were a symbol of the male principle. The
choice of a bone from a specific animal was associated with the quality of the animal according to the
principle pars pro toto. The leading symbolic significance of the material is confirmed by the marble
figure from grave no. 3, which is an imitation of the bone ones. The absence of marked female sex
characteristics, the choice of material from an animal which is perceived as a male symbol, as well
as the large size of the figurines, reaching up to 27 cm, lead to the possibility of a male symbolism
(Stavreva, in print).
The use-wear analysis of the vaulted figurines from the Varna I necropolis has not established
traces of use – of friction (absence of gloss) or suspension (no traces on the holes or the neck) (Averbouh, Zidarov 2014, 191). A possible explanation is that they were made specifically for the burial,
as was the case with the vessels in the Varna culture. Discovering them in wealthy graves, along with
a large amount of gold, copper, flint super-blades, Spondylus and Dentalium, gives us grounds to believe that, in addition to being a symbol of the male principle, the vaulted figurines were also objects
of prestige. Hansen associates them with early metallurgy, with the advent of social differentiation,
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and defines them as a symbol of high social status (Hansen 2011, 4; 2013a, 553). The appearance of
imitations from other materials also leads to the prestige of certain artefacts (Nikolov 2005, 8) and in
this point of view the making of a vaulted figurine from marble (grave no. 3) is one more justification
to consider them as objects of prestige.
In forty-one percent of the graves with vaulted figurines in the Varna I necropolis, there are
also gold ring-shaped or flat bone figurines.

Discussion
In clarifying the role of anthropomorphic figurines in these burial practices we are confronted
with several objective difficulties. Firstly, they derive from the fact that we are investigating a nonliterate society and the reconstruction of spiritual culture is based solely on its tangible carriers which
have come to us. The archaeological record preserves only durable material objects, and this enhances the uncertainty of out interpretations, because we know almost nothing of the use of organic
materials such as wood, skin, textile, bird feathers. Figurines were probably made of wood, too, but
there is no way we can know for sure if there were such figures, what their distribution and functions
were. The statues of deities in the archaic epoch, for instance, were initially made of wood, and the
monumental stone representations appeared in temples in the 7th century BC (Bogdanov 1989, 117).
The participation of wooden figures and of dummies made of organic materials in cult and magic
fertility rituals are widely documented in primitive societies, and reminiscences of them have been
preserved in the ritual system of various European peoples until the 20th century (Frazer 1984). A
German ritual, which is known in Bulgaria, is associated with the symbolic burial of a human figure
made of mud (when performed to bring rain) or of a broom, dressed like a man with a clearly shaped
head (when performed to bring drought). When these figures were buried, all rituals established by
folk belief for the funeral of a dead man were performed (Marinov 1994, 736–739), but leaving no
lasting trace.
Secondly, our data are also limited due to the uneven investigation of the territories where the
three cultural complexes developed. The main data base, from which this analysis proceeds, comes
from the necropolises in north-eastern Bulgaria, Muntenia, and the Black Sea Lowland. The future
study of sites in western Bulgaria and the discovery of necropolises to the south of the Balkan mountain would provide important new information which could change the current picture of the use of
anthropomorphic figurines in burial practices. Another problem is the lack of complete publications
of some of the studied necropolises, as well as the inadequate documentation and the insufficient
information for some of the graves examined in the more distant past. The expected publication of
Varna I necropolis will make it possible to fine-tune the observations on the figurines in the burial
practices of Varna culture.
Considered in the light of fragmentation as established social practice (Chapman, Gaydarska
2009), the current study has two noteworthy aspects: the fragmentation of human bodies, as an unusual burial practice, and the presence of fragmented anthropomorphic figurines in burial contexts. The
most common unusual burials in the Neolithic and Eneolithic were the disarticulated ones, where the
final burial was preceded by the fragmentation of the body (Chapman, Gaydarska 2015, 101–102).
The burial of bodies without anatomical connection or their subsequent dismemberment and mixing
of bones after the decomposition of the soft tissue is a peculiar aspect of the burial practices in the
Late Eneolithic. Their symbolic meaning can be judged by their small number, but at the same time
their supra-regional distribution attests that they were an intergral part of the burial practices in the
Late Eneolithic, as far as the deceased who were considered special or dangerous were concerned
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(Stavreva 2018, 175–180). Ivan Ivanov determines the fragmented burials in the Varna I necropolis
as type D. The placement of vaulted figurines in four of them, along with the crushing of the bones of
the deceased and the considerable depth of the graves seem to have had a protective function.
The analysis of the clay figurines from burial zones shows that only three of them are whole
(Omurtag, Chitila-Fermă and Măriuţa-La Movilă). The life story of the whole figurine from Omurtag
shows that, before being placed in the proximity of grave no. 1, it had been subjected to secondary
burning, and then the right arm had been broken off. This gives grounds to assume that it was used in
various ceremonies before being „buried“ (Gaydarska et al. 2006, 88, 94). The fragmented leg from
grave no. 22 in Vinitsa also bears traces of secondary scorching. The reasons for the fragmentation of
the figurines may have been different. What we probably have here is „ritual killing“ of the figurines
(Chapman, Gaydarska 2009, 132), as a part of the burial rite performed.
An acceptable explanation for the deliberate fragmentation is that of enchainment – the linking
of person to person through object or fragment and creating and maintaining social relations (Chapman 2010, 31), or preservation the link between the living and the dead, related to an ancestor cult.
These probably are the cases with fragmented clay figurines, which have been found in the earth
between graves, or in the pits without human bones in some necropolises of the KGKVI culture.
The important question is where the other parts are. Partial answer to this question may be given by
archaeological data from Durankulak. A fragment of a ceramic vessel was found in grave 584, in
which a female was buried. The other parts of the same vessel were deposited in a sacrifice chamber
of a house no. 8 at level VII of the Tell Golemiya Ostrov (Todorova et al. 2002, 108). It is important
to note that the bone figurines, which were used as personal items with a protective function or as a
mark of a social belonging, were not intentionally broken.
To clarifying the role of the figurines in the burial practices, it is important what they depicted.
The leg from Kosharna is from a hollow figurine and the fragment is too small to reconstruct its
shape, but it is probably part of an anthropomorphic rattle (Chernakov 2011a). Such hollow figurines
are known from tells on both the KGKVI and the KSB, and their function as rattles is inferred from
the context of their discovery, and from cultural-historical and ethnographic parallels (Georgieva,
Milanov 2005). The fragments of legs do not provide enough information to make assumptions about
what figurines they are from. The anthropo-zoomorphic figurine of a standing bird with a human
head from Măriuţa-La Movilă has some elements in common with ornitomorphic figurines but it is
also different from them. A possible explanation of its discovery in a necropolis is the perception of
the bird as an intermediary between the world of the living and the world of the dead.
It should be noted that anthropomorphic figurines were found in thirty two graves with skeletal
remains. This is two percent of the graves examined.
Clay anthropomorphic figurines are associated with only three human graves, two of which are
male and one is of undefined gender. Their small number does not allow any firm conclusions to be
drawn, but the exceptional rarity of the placement of clay figurines in the graves during this period
is striking.
Schematic bones and gold figurines, which were worn as pendants and appliqués for clothing,
were found in 29 graves and they were probably a sign of belonging to a particular social group and
were perceived as artefacts with apotropaic function. In our opinion, the vaulted bone and gold ring
shaped figurines were signs of prestige due to the following facts: 1. they were discovered in rich
graves containing objects of gold, copper or Spondylus. 2. They have imitations of other materials
– vaulted bone figurines made of marble; and gold ring shaped figurines made of clay, bone, stone
and Spondylus . 3. They are distributed in the three cultural complexes, but in the settlement mounds
where they were found, their number is limited and varies from one to a handful of examples,thus
confirming their value.
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The flat bone figurines from the grave in Rousse and the child’s grave no. 55 in Provadia-Solnitsata are among the rarest which are equipped with copper ornaments. A gold ring shaped figurine
and other objects of gold, copper and Spondylus were placed in grave no. 61 in Varna I, in which two
flat bone figurines were found. One of the prismatic bone figurines comes from rich child’s grave in
Telish-Lîga. There no additional information about the child grave in Tell Yunatsite.
As shown in Table 1, different types of bone and gold figurines were found in six children
graves. It is notable that the graves are among the wealthiest in the respective necropolises. The
figurines, worn as pendants, accompanied primarily children, adolescents (male between 14 and 16
years), and young women. Their appearance in graves is rare, because they are attributes for protection of the living. On the basis of an examination of archaeological data from the Iron Age in Central
Europe and of an ethnographic-historical study, L. Pauli points out the use of amulets in burials
of people who died prematurely (Perego 2010). It is possible that in the Late Eneolithic they were
placed in graves as objects with supernatural power to protect the weaker and defenceless members
of the community who had died.

Conclusion
In conclusion, the comparative analysis of the social practice of depositing anthropomorphic
figurines in settlements and in burial zones shows that it was rarely used in the burial practices in
the Late Eneolithic. It is difficult to objectively evaluate the frequency of their use, due to the patchy
investigation of sites in Bulgaria, as well as to the absence of necropolises to the south of the Balkan
mountain, with the exception of the necropolis Kozareva Mogila. However, some preliminary conclusions can be drawn.
The clay anthropomorphic figurines were involved in various ritual practices with different
symbolism. Five different patterns of their deposition in burial contexts are observed. The first pattern has been documented in the Varna culture only. Different ritual practices (type two – five) are
revealed in the cultural complex KGKVI in the necropolises Vinitsa, Omurtag, Kozareva Mogila,
Kosharna, Chitila-Fermă and Măriuţa-La Movilă. The types are as follows:
1. The clay figurines have been deposited in grave pits without human remains, and the grave
goods have been placed around them like in standard burials. They may be representative
of symbolic burials of individuals of high social status or ritualistic deposition of objects
related to the ancestor cult, where the impressive grave goods have been offered to reinforce ties between the dead ancestors and the community. These rituals were performed in
the type B cenotaphs with clay heads and in the type A cenotaphs in Varna I necropolis, in
which life size anthropomorphic statues of non-permanent organic material appear to have
been deposited. Similar is the case with clay figurines deposited in cenotaphs in Durankulak, that may have depicted priestess or ancestors.
2. The second type is documented only in one case, where a whole clay figurine was placed
in the grave of an adult. It is impossible to clarify what was the reason, because no other
information is available.
3. The fragmented part of clay figurines was placed in the grave of an old man probably for
protective purposes.
4. Fragments of clay figurines have been found in pits without human remains, but containing animal bones, sherds, various artefacts,and lumps of charcoal.
5. Fragmented clay figurines have been found between graves.
It is possible to associate figurines of the last two types with an ancestor cult, territorial marks
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or some kind of commemorative activities. Probable explanation is that of enchainment – preservation the link between the living and the dead through object or fragment.
Figurines, worn as pendants, have been found in graves in all three cultures under consideration. The most numerous are the gold ring-shaped figurines, constituting a stylized female representation. They have been found in twenty-nine graves in five necropolises – twelve cenotaphs and
seventeen with human bones. They probably were perceived as artefacts with apotropaic function
and in the same time were objects of prestige.
Flat bone figurines have been found in one cenotaph and three graves with skeletons, and prismatic bone figurines – in two. These types of figurines have had significance for the living, as they
are found in the settlements of the entire study area, but at the same time their appearance in graves
is extremely rare. Although they were attributes for the protection of the living, they were placed in
graves, probably to ensure magical protection to certain categories of the dead – children, adolescents and women who had died prematurely.
The vaulted bone figurines seem to have been a part of the standard burial practice in the Varna
I and the Provadia-Solnitsata necropolises for a specific category of burials. Although such figurines
were common for the territory of KGKVI and KSB, so far they have not been found in a burial context. The iconography, size, the material they were made from, and the context of their discovery
point to the possibility that they were symbols of the male principle. Their placement in graves was
associated with their perception as objects of prestige and a mark of belonging to a certain high-rank
social group. They were associated with valuable gold, copper, Spondylus items, and in some graves
with symbols of social hierarchy – sceptres, pectorals, diadems, and swords.
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Антропоморфни фигурки в гробeн контекст в културите
Варна, Коджадермен–Гумелница–Караново VI и
Криводол–Сълкуца–Бубани
Ваня Ставрева
(pезюме)
Тази студия разглежда употребата на антропоморфни фигурки в погребалните практики
на късноенеолитните култури Варна, КГКVI и КСБ. Представени са и са анализирани данни
за депонирането им в гробен контекст, които, макар и редки, са индикация за съществуването
на разнообразни погребални практики. Фигурки са намерени в 15 късноенеолитни обекта. Седемнадесет цели или фрагментирани глинени антропоморфни фигурки са открити в некрополите Виница, Козарева могила, Кошарна, Омуртаг, Читила-Ферма, Мариуца-Ла Мовила и Ду-
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ранкулак. Пет плоски костени фигурки са известни от гроб в с.м. Русе и от некрополите Варна
I и Провадия-Солницата, два стъпални костени идола – от некропола в Телиш-Лъга и от гроб в
с.м. Юнаците, повече от 26 корубести костени фигурки – от некрополите Провадия-Солницата
и Варна I. Четиридесет и пет златни антропоморфни пръстеновидни фигурки произхождат от
гробове в некрополите Варна I, Въръщ, Дуранкулак, Сава и Смядово.
Тези фигуркои от гробен контекст са предложени са възможни интерпретации за символичното значение и функцията им в погребалния обред. В некрополите на КГКVI и КСБ те се
срещат по изключение, докато в култура Варна е налице специфичен погребален обред, при
който антропоморфни фигурки са замествали конкретни индивиди, изображения на предци
или идоли в символични погребения. Корубестите костени фигурки се явяват част от стандартния набор гробни дарове, но само за определена категория погребения в некрополите Варна I и Провадия-Солницата. Глинените фигурки са имали различна функция в погребалните
ритуали в отделните култури.
Наблюдават се пет различни модела на тяхното депониране на територията на некрополите:
1. Глинените фигурки са депонирани в гробове без човешки останки, а гробните дарове са поставени около тях, както при стандартните погребения. Те могат да представляват символични погребения на хора с висок социален статус или ритуално депониране на предмети, свързано с култа към предците, при което гробните дарове са
били предложени за засилване на връзките между мъртвите предци и общността на
живите. Такива ритуали може би са извършвани в некропола Варна I в кенотафите
от тип В с глинени глави и в кенотафите от тип А, в които, изглежда, се депонирани
антропоморфни статуи от нетраен органичен материал. С подобен ритуал може би
са свързани глинените фигурки в късноенеолитните кенотафи в Дуранкулак.
Този модел на депониране на глинени антропоморфни фигурки и статуарни изображения с реални размери е документиран само в култура Варна. Намерените глинени фигурки в
другите два културни комплекса са резултат от други ритуални практики (точки 2–5).
2. Поставяне на цяла глинена фигурка в гроб с човешки останки. Тази практика е документирана само в един случай в некропола Читила-Ферма и е невъзможно да бъде
интерпретирана задоволително поради липса на достатъчно информация.
3. 3. Поставяне на фрагмент от глинена фигурка в гроб с човешки останки. Известен
е само един случай на намерена предварително отчупена част от фигурка в гроб на
възрастен мъж в некропола Виница.
4. Фрагменти от глинени фигурки са намерени в ями без човешки останки, които съдържат животински кости, фрагментарни керамични съдове, различни артефакти и
въгленчета. Известни са от некрополите Козарева могила, Кошарна и Виница.
5. Цели или фрагментирани глинени фигурки са намерени между гробовете в три от
изследваните некрополи – Козарева могила, Омуртаг и Мариуцa-Ла Мовилa.
В последните два случая е възможно депонирането на фигурките да е свързано с култа
към предците, използването им като териториални маркери или като атрибути в погребални
или поменални ритуали.
Фигурките, носени като висулки или апликации, са открити в гробове и в трите разглеждани културни контекста. Най-многобройни са златните антропоморфни пръстеновидни
фигурки, представляващи стилизирано женско изображение. Те са открити в двадесет и девет
гроба в пет некропола – дванадесет кенотафа и седемнадесет с човешки кости. Плоски костени фигурки са намерени в един кенотаф и три гроба със скелети, а призматични (стъпални)
костени фигурки – в два детски гроба. Въпреки че са украшения с апотропейна функция за
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защита на живите, те са поставяни в гробове, вероятно за да осигурят магическа закрила на
определени категории мъртви – деца, юноши и жени, починали преждевременно.
Корубестите фигурки, изглежда, са били част от стандартната погребална практика в
некрополите Варна I и Провадия-Солницата за конкретна категория извършвани погребения.
Въпреки че подобни фигурки са били разпространени на територията на другите две култури,
досега те не са намерени в гробен контекст. Иконографията, размерът, материалът, от който са
направени, и контекстът на тяхното откриване сочат възможността те да са символи на мъжкото начало. Поставянето им в гробове се свързва с възприемането им като обекти на престиж
и белег на принадлежност към определена социална група с висок ранг. В гробовете те се
асоциират с ценни предмети от злато, мед, спондилус, а в някои гробове – и със символи на
социалната йерархия (скиптри, пекторали, диадеми).
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